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12,90 €

Discount -4,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerNova Secrets 

Description Lots of Ventilation: If sport fabric (or any fabric) doesn’t allow ventilation and breathing of the skin, it can cause a lot of sweating and
mild irritations. This workout sportswear have maximum ventilation in it.Interlock Seams: If a seam is designed in the wrong way, interaction of it
with the skin can cause itching and sometimes even pain, but this yoga short legging adopts interlock seams so this problem goes away, and
you can feel better.Easy and Safe to Wash: We want our leggings to last as long as possible, and we have taken into account the possibility of
accidentally shrinking the leggings in the washing machine, but by using material that doesn’t shrink when you do your laundry, the pants can
be used for longer amounts of time than other brands.Highly Flexible Fabric: While sportswear that is not designed for yoga can rupture while
under large amounts of pressure, our clothing is meant to stretch a lot more than other clothes can, that way you won’t have to worry about any
uncomfortable scenarios that might happen while doing sports.Package : This yoga workout legging is made of 90% Nylon and 10% Spandex.
Purple, grey and black for choice. S/M/L/XL available. Size chart can be seen in the pictures. 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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